We propose a person verification method using behavioral patterns of human upper body motion. Behavioral patterns are represented by three-dimensional features obtained from a time-of-flight camera. We take a statistical approach to model the behavioral patterns using Gaussian mixture models (GMM) and support vector machines. We employ the maximum likelihood linear regression adaptation method to estimate GMM parameters with a limited amount of data. Experimental results show that it reduced by 28.6% the relative equal error rates from a system using the maximum likelihood estimation with 25 samples per subject. We also demonstrate that the proposed approach is robust against variations in body motion over time.
Introduction
Identity verification systems are getting popular in our daily life. They provide a secure means of controlling access to information or equipment. Traditionally, these systems have required something that one has or something that one knows (e.g., keys and password). However, these representations of identity can be easily lost, manipulated, or stolen. This problem can be solved by a biometrics approach, which identifies an individual based on his/her characteristic traits. Biometrics can be divided into two classes [1] : physiological and behavioral.
Physiological biometrics uses physical traits, such as fingerprint or the iris [2] . This type of biometrics is stable and accurate since it relies on unique and permanent physical traits. However, they cannot be changed or reissued if the biometric data are exposed or counterfeited [3] . They are also perceived as obtrusive [4] . In behavioral biometrics, a person's identity is verified through action patterns which can be repeated in a unique manner [5] . In comparison to physiological biometrics, behavioral biometrics are less stable since behavior may change due to the environment or the physical state of the individual. On the other hand, they are not obtrusive and are difficult to disguise or to be imitated by *Correspondence: felipe@ks.cs.titech.ac.jp Tokyo Institute of Technology, 2-12-1 Ookayama, Meguro-ku, Tokyo, 152-8552, Japan others [6] . Examples of behavioral biometrics include voice, keystroke dynamics, signature, and gait. Voice can be used for remote identity verification [7] . Keystroke verifies the identity of a user while he/she uses a computer [8] . Signature can be used in online transactions [9] . Gait has been proven to be useful for surveillance applications where data can be collected from a distance [10] .
In this paper, we focus on the individuality of upper body motion as an alternative cue for identity verification applications where the acquisition of other behavioral biometrics is not feasible due to visual and space constraints. An example application is an automatic gatekeeper, where a person explicitly requests permission to access a secure area by performing a body gesture in front of a camera. Only a few studies have been done for this kind of application. Pratheepan et al. used arm waving motion [11] and simple actions such as sitting down, standing up, and walking away [12] for individual identification in surveillance applications. These studies used holistic features which represent characteristics from a region of interest of a person as a whole [13] . They used these features to create templates that represent each person's behavioral patterns.
The holistic features used in the above mentioned works are sensitive to visual variations such as clothing differences and view and scale changes since they http://jivp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/44 rely on global information about a person's appearance [14] . To reduce the effects of visual variations, human body models describing the kinematic properties (skeleton) or the shape of the body have been used for feature extraction in gait recognition [15] . By doing this, it is possible to extract features from joint positions to alleviate the effects introduced by clothing changes or noise. However, this technique requires localization and tracking of specific human body parts, which are often erroneous.
Accurate extraction of features also depends on the correct segmentation of a person from the background scene, which can be affected by texture and illumination changes [16] . Recently, time-of-flight (ToF) cameras have been used to reduce such errors by simplifying background segmentation [17, 18] . Furthermore, ToF cameras have a low dependency on lighting conditions and invariance to color and texture.
In previous approaches [11, 12] , extracted features were utilized to create a template characterizing a person's motion. However, templates are weak against the natural variations of individual behavioral patterns since they only encode an average representation of observed samples [19] . Statistical models such as Gaussian mixture models (GMM) and hidden Markov models (HMM) have successfully handled variations in individual behavioral patterns [20] [21] [22] [23] . For example, Kale et al. [21] showed that HMMs were more robust than templates for gait recognition. Statistical models usually exhibit higher accuracy than templates since they model intraindividual variations well and are also able to handle variations in the sample duration. One drawback is that a relatively larger amount of data is needed to estimate their parameters. The data sparseness problem is significant when the training data are limited, which is often solved by adaptation techniques such as maximum a posteriori (MAP) [24] , maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) [25] , and eigenspace-based techniques [26] .
In this paper, we propose a statistical method for person verification based on behavioral patterns of human upper body motion, extending our prior work published in [27] and later in [28] . We use depth information acquired from a ToF camera to extract characteristic features from specific parts of the body in the three-dimensional (3D) space. GMMs are used to robustly model individuals' behavioral patterns. To cope with the problem of data sparseness, we use the MLLR adaptation technique. For identity verification tests, we combine GMMs with support vector machines (SVM) [29] and compare its performance with the GMM log-likelihood ratio framework. Lastly, we evaluate our method using a data set containing samples collected over different sessions to demonstrate that it is able to verify the identity of a person even after a period of time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview of the adopted process for person verification. Section 3 describes the features that are used for person verification in our approach. Section 4 describes the statistical modeling and adaptation techniques used to model a person's behavioral patterns. Section 5 describes the classifiers used for person verification systems. In Section 6, experimental conditions are explained and results are presented. Finally, conclusion and future work are described in Section 7. Figure 1 shows an overview of our system, consisting of three major phases: feature extraction, model training, and verification. In the feature extraction phase, the video input is processed to extract features from a human upper body motion. In the model training phase, statistical models are created for each person using the extracted features. In the verification phase, a sample input is matched against the claimed person's model to produce a score. If the score is above a threshold, the identity claim is accepted by the system, otherwise rejected. In our approach, we focus on capturing short image stream samples of two kinds of upper body motion: a vertical motion of either the left or right arm. 
Overview of our person verification system

Feature extraction
We implement an image processing front-end to locate and track eight anatomical landmark points on depth image streams acquired by the ToF camera. The input consists of image streams acquired from a Swissranger SR4000 camera (MESA Imaging, Zurich, Switzerland) [30] at approximately 20 frames per second. Each image frame represents the scene depth map with a resolution of 177 × 144 pixels and a field of view of 43.6°× 34.6°. Each pixel has an accuracy higher than 1 cm within the distance measurement range of 5 m. Figure 2 shows an overview of the feature extraction algorithm implemented in the image processing front-end. For each frame, it segments the foreground/ background to find the person in the scene. For the segmentation, it employs a simplified region growing strategy [31] which aggregates pixels with similar characteristics to a cluster or region. The growing process starts from a seed pixel that initializes a reference for region building, and it decides if a pixel b is considered a part of the current region R according to the following equations:
where Dist(a, b) is the distance between pixel a and pixel b, D a and D b are the depth value of pixels a and b, respectively, and pixel a is the seed or a pixel already aggregated to R. Pixel b is selected from among the four connected neighbor pixels of a, unless it is already a part of the region. The threshold θ in Equation 1 is determined empirically based on preliminary experiments. The region continues growing recursively until no neighbor pixel can satisfy the condition in Equation 1, and then only the region R, depicting the body of a person, remains.
Next, the algorithm segments the person's body into four different regions (i.e., chest, head, left, and right arms). First, it finds a chest rectangle around the center of mass of the body. Then it performs few iterations of expanding and shrinking until 15% of its total area does not contain pixels from the body region. The 15% empty area represents the space between the arms and chest due to the 'open arms' position which each subject takes at the beginning of recording or some possible holes in the body region due to noisy data. After setting the chest rectangle, the algorithm segments the head and both arm regions by region growing with a constrained search space. For the head, region growing starts from the middle point at the top edge of the chest rectangle, and the growing is constrained to the upper sector. For the right/left arm, region growing starts at the corresponding top vertex of the chest rectangle, and growing is constrained to its corresponding side. In case a previous landmark point position (i.e., elbows and head) is available, the algorithm uses it as a seed for the growing. Each region is labeled as detected if its area is larger than a threshold, which is empirically set by preliminary tests.
After body segmentation, the algorithm calculates eight landmark points. The algorithm registers the 3D correspondence of the rectangle's top vertex points as the left and right shoulder points. Also, it registers the 3D correspondence of the rectangle's center as the center of mass of the body. The head point is obtained by taking the 3D correspondence of the calculated center of mass of the head region. For the elbow and hand points, skeletonization operation [32] is applied on each arm region to find the longest single pixel line starting from the shoulder point. We assume that the hand point can be found at the end of the line produced by skeletonization and that the center of mass of this line corresponds to the elbow point. Finally, a Kalman filter [33] for each landmark point is updated to estimate its position in the next frame. If a region is not found, the estimate calculated in the previous frame is used. The Kalman filter is used for visual tracking in order to cope with ambiguities when capturing human movement. Figure 3 shows the eight landmark points that are used to calculate static and dynamic features from the human upper body. These features are used to create a representation of the person's behavioral patterns. The static features used in our approach are the relative length and orientation of body parts in the three-dimensional space. For the dynamic features, we focus on analyzing the arm motion. The extracted features were selected based on a preliminary analysis where we compared the performance of different feature sets.
For each landmark point, 3D relative position is calculated (8 points × 3 dimensions). Velocity vectors are calculated for both elbows and hands (4 points × 3 dimensions) since these points exhibit high level of motion on the image streams, and hence, they carry characteristic behavioral information of the subject. In addition, the 3D direction vectors relative to the chest region are calculated only for the shoulders and head points (3 points × 3 dimensions) since subjects tend to show a characteristic posture that is visible on these points. The extracted vectors from the posture exhibited high inter-subject differences. By this setup, we create a 45-dimension feature vector that captures the dynamic and static characteristics of each person. Figure 4 shows four frames of a sample processed by our feature extraction algorithm, where localized landmark points are represented as spheres on the body.
Statistical modeling based on Gaussian mixture models
In this section, we review the Gaussian mixture model and describe our motivation to use it to model behavioral patterns. A GMM is a parametric probability density function represented as a weighted sum of M component Gaussian distributions [34] , as given by the equation
where x is a D-dimensional continuous-valued data vector (i.e., feature vector), w i is the mixture weight, and g(x|μ i i ) is the component Gaussian distribution with mean vector μ i and covariance i . The mixture weights satisfy the constraint that
A GMM is represented by its parameter set:
The parameters of a GMM are often obtained by maximum likelihood (ML) estimation. Model parameters are iteratively estimated using the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [35] , where the original parameters (λ) are refined to increase the likelihood of the estimated model (λ) for the observed feature vectors X, such that p(X|λ) ≥ p(X|λ). Assuming that feature vectors of X = {x 1 , . . . , x T } are independent, the log-likelihood of a model (λ) for X is computed as follows:
A GMM can represent feature vectors by its mean components as well as represent their average variations by the covariance matrix. For this reason, it is possible to model the variations of individual features that characterize a person. While other statistical models such as hidden Markov models and conditional random fields have been proven to be effective to model human motion [36] , they are better suited for sequential actions characterizing an activity [37] .
To robustly estimate the GMM parameters, we have to deal with the problem of data sparseness. The ML method cannot precisely estimate the model parameters when the training data are sparse and their size is small. Adaptation techniques such as MAP [24] , MLLR [25] , and eigenspacebased techniques [26] are often used to solve this problem. Although eigenspace-based techniques are effective when adaptation data are extremely small [38] , they restrict the model to a lower dimensionality where much information might be lost [39] . On the other hand, MLLR and MAP do not impose this restriction on the models. However, MAP only updates distributions which are observable in the adaptation data, and thus, it requires more data for adaptation [40] . MLLR estimates a set of transformations that can be shared by several model components, hence reducing the amount of adaptation data required [41, 42] . Therefore, we use MLLR. http://jivp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/44 In MLLR, an affine transform (A, b) is applied to the Gaussian parameters (μ) of an initial model to create the parameters of a new person-dependent model (μ) bŷ
where A is an n × n transformation matrix (n is the dimensionality of the data), and b is a bias vector which maximizes the likelihood of the adaptation data. The parameters A and b are shared among all the mixture components of a GMM. To further reduce the number of parameters, we use a diagonal transformation. As an initial model, a universal background model (UBM) [43] is often used. A UBM is a GMM trained by EM parameter estimation using the training data from all the subjects in the data set. The parameters of the UBM are adapted via MLLR to derive a person-dependent model using a specific person's training data.
Person identity verification
In this task, an unknown person claims an identity and provides a sample to be compared with a model for the person whose identity is claimed. A match score between the claimed identity's model and the input sample is computed, and if the score is above a threshold, the identity claim is accepted, otherwise rejected. We implement a GMM log-likelihood ratio and SVM classifiers for the person identity verification system and compare their performance.
Log-likelihood ratio
We use a hypothesis-testing framework to decide if the input sample x belongs to the claimed person or not. . (7) Then we can obtain the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) [44] by
where p(x|λ pd ) is the likelihood that the sample belongs to the claimed person, and p(x|λ UBM ) is the likelihood that the sample does not belong to the claimed person. If the LLR is above a threshold, the identity claim is accepted, otherwise rejected. The LLR scheme is often used for identity verification using probabilistic models since it measures how much better the claimant's model scores for a test sample compared with a non-claimant model (i.e., the UBM). The likelihood normalization provided by the UBM in this scheme helps to minimize personindependent variations that would be common between target and non-target subjects. Figure 5 shows a diagram of this verification scheme.
Support vector machine
A support vector machine is a binary classifier which focuses on modeling of the boundary between two classes [29, 45] . This makes it suitable for identity verification since we can model the boundary between the target person and impostors. It shows good performance especially when the amount of training data is small. A SVM is constructed as a sum of kernel functions K(·, ·),
where t i is an ideal output (either +1 or −1, depending on whether the corresponding support vector is a positive http://jivp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/44
Figure 5
Log-likelihood ratio-based verification. This figure shows the log-likelihood ratio-based verification phase using person-dependent and UBM models.
or negative example of a given class), and α i and d are the SVM parameters set during the training step. The vector x i is a support vector obtained from a training set by an optimization method. The data points from the training set lying on the boundaries are the support vectors. We utilize two methods, SVM-S and SVM-T, where different input features are used. SVM-S employs GMM supervectors as input feature vectors [46, 47] . A GMM supervector is formed by concatenating the mean vectors (μ) of GMM mixture components into a single vector. One GMM is created by adaptation using one sample as adaptation data. For training, positive feature vectors are made from the GMMs of the target subject, and negative feature vectors are made from the GMMs of non-target subjects.
SVM-T employs MLLR transformation parameters as input feature vectors [48, 49] . The elements of the matrix A and the vector b in Equation 6 are concatenated to form a single supervector. By doing this, it is possible to model the difference between the subject GMM and the UBM instead of modeling each subject's characteristics. One supervector is obtained by performing MLLR adaptation using one sample as adaptation data. For training, positive feature vectors are made from the transformation parameters of the target subject, and negative feature vectors are made from the transformation parameters of non-target subjects.
Experiments
Conditions
We collected a new data set to evaluate our method since there is no public database containing human upper body movements recorded with a ToF camera over several sessions. The data set used in our approach consists of short image streams of 12 subjects (three females and nine males), where each subject performed two different upper body movements separately. The movements are classified as 'raising left arm' and 'raising right arm' . The data were organized in five sessions recorded with an interval of 3 to 5 days between them. The first session (session 0) contains 25 samples per user for each movement and was used only for the model training phase. Each of the four remaining sessions contains eight samples per person for each movement and was used only as testing samples. The average length per sample is 2.93 s, and the average frame number per sample is 70.5 frames.
Identity verification tests were conducted for each of the four sessions available for testing in the data set. In each session, we conducted eight verification trials per person where each trial used a single sample per subject. System performance was measured by the equal error rate (EER) calculated a posteriori for the optimal decision threshold. The EER is the value where the false acceptance rate and false rejection rate are equal. The obtained optimal threshold was used for all subjects. Detection error trade-off (DET) curves were also plotted to assess system behavior in the full range of operating points.
For the LLR system, we used person-dependent models adapted from a UBM by MLLR using a diagonal transformation and compared its performance with models obtained by ML estimation using the EM algorithm. Models used in LLR systems were created with 16 Gaussian mixtures since this setup exhibited the best performance in our preliminary experiments. The Hidden Markov Model Toolkit [50] was used to train GMMs. Each of the SVM-S and SVM-T systems used 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 Gaussian mixture variants. For the sake of simplicity, only configurations which exhibit the best result are presented in this paper. The SVM-light toolkit [51] was used to train the SVMs. Based on preliminary experiments, we chose linear kernel for SVM training.
The SVMs were trained using the target person's feature vectors as positive examples (25 samples for training) and the non-target persons' feature vectors as negative examples (275 samples for training). To deal with the problem of an unbalanced training data set, we use a cost factor [52] to penalize classification errors on positive examples stronger than errors on negative examples by setting a higher cost for false-positives compared to false-negatives. The feature vector dimensionality for the SVM-S system was 45 × N, where N is the number of Gaussian mixtures in the GMM, and 45 corresponds to the number of mean components per Gaussian mixture. For the SVM-T, the MLLR transforms resulted in 2,070-dimensional feature vectors (45 × 45 + 45, including the bias vector b). http://jivp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/44
Results
First, we show the accuracy results for a landmark point localization test. Then the results for person verification task are presented.
Body landmark point localization accuracy test
We examined the accuracy of the landmark point localization implemented on the image processing front-end. The measure was an average accuracy per landmark point for all subjects. We provided hand-labeled ground truth data and compared them to the landmark positions inferred by our method. If a landmark point was found within D centimeters from the ground truth position, it was considered as correctly localized, otherwise it was considered as incorrectly localized. We set D = 10 cm. This value is the same as the one used in the previous human pose recognition research [53] . The hand-labeled data consisted of image streams depicting left arm movements of five subjects (ten samples per person), recorded on a separate session under the same conditions as the rest of the data set. Table 1 shows the average accuracy results of each landmark point as well as the average distance from the ground truth position for both correct and incorrect localizations. These results show that our method is able to accurately localize the body, head, shoulders, right elbow, and right hand points. However, the localization accuracy decreases for the left side elbow and hand points since the left arm exhibits quick motion.
Despite the low accuracy exhibited for the elbow and hand compared to other landmark points, the tracked points still follow the motion path thanks to the Kalman filter implementation. The measurement errors are smoothed by tuning the parameters of the Kalman filter to achieve a balance between the responsiveness of the tracker and estimate variance. By relying on the Kalman filter, the tracking results are consistent across samples for each subject, which results in a tracker that exhibits low variance -high bias for the elbow and hand points. For this reason, we assume that the motion pattern is preserved to some degree even when the estimated position differs with respect to the ground truth position. Furthermore, by combining features from all landmark points, the effects of inaccurate estimations of elbow and hand points are minimized since the remaining landmark points are estimated and tracked more accurately. Table 2 shows the average EER over four testing sessions of ML and MLLR estimation using the LLR classifier. We compare identity verification performance when either a full feature set or an arm feature set is used in both training and testing phases. The arm feature set consists of an 18-dimension feature vector including 3D position of the shoulder, elbow, and hand points; velocity vectors of the elbow and hand points; and direction vector of the shoulder point. This feature vector represents only the traits observed on the moving arm.
Person verification results
By using the full feature set, the systems exhibit overall higher performance compared to using only features from the arm in motion. The reason for this result is that the whole upper body takes part in the execution of the analyzed gestures. For example, subjects assume a slightly different posture when raising their arms, and a characteristic motion is observed on the arm that its not raised. The combination of these perceptible features allows the creation of better representations of individual behavioral patterns.
By using the full feature set, the ML estimation yielded an average EER of 9.1% for the left arm samples. The MLLR adaptation reduced the average EER from 9.1% to The data presented are the average EER over four sessions for the LLR system with models created by ML and MLLR using left arm movement samples. A full feature set and an arm-only feature set were used to compare verification performance. The number within parentheses is the number of Gaussian mixtures in the GMM used for a given system configuration.
6.5%. The relative reduction in EER by 28% confirmed that MLLR adaptation was effective. Table 3 shows the average EER over four testing sessions for our proposed LLR, SVM-S, and SVM-T systems. The accuracies in the left arm motion samples were higher than those in the right arm motion samples. Statistical McNemar's test [54] showed that differences between using the left arm and the right arm motion samples are statistically significant (P value < 0.001). The higher accuracy in the left hand movement might be because this movement is more difficult to control intentionally. Thus, the difference of individual behavioral patterns is more perceptible. It is worth noting that most of the subjects included in the data set are right handed.
The two SVM systems achieved the same EER of 8.9% by using different numbers of Gaussian components for the GMM models used to construct the supervectors. However, contrary to our expectations, the LLR system with MLLR adaptation achieved 27% relative reduction in EER compared to the SVM system. McNemar's test confirmed that performance difference between the systems is statistically significant (P value < 0.001).
The reason why the SVM systems did not achieve a better performance might be the size of the data used to derive GMM models from which the supervectors were created. The number of frames per sample used for GMM model adaptation on the SVM-S and SVM-T systems was relatively small (70.5 frames in average), and thus, adaptation was less effective compared to the case of LLR system where person-dependent models were derived using all training samples of the target person. Table 4 shows the EER per session for the LLR and SVM systems, and Figure 6 shows DET curves for each of these The number within parentheses is the number of Gaussian mixtures in the GMM used for a given system configuration.
systems. It can be seen that the EER and the performance of each system vary over the four sessions due to the natural change of behavior patterns of human body motion. However, EER does not increase considerably even though there is a time difference of 3 to 20 days between the training and testing sessions. We consider that the proposed method is robust against variations of behavioral patterns over time. Therefore, our approach is promising for general verification tasks. For comparison purposes, we measured the training and testing time for each system. We used a PC with 8 GB RAM and a double-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU running at 1.86 GHz. For the LLR system, the average training time for the UBM is 34 and 0.33 s for each persondependent model by MLLR adaptation. For the SVM systems, the average training time is 21.91 s. The average testing time per sample for the LLR and SVM systems is 0.04 and 0.17 s, respectively.
Conclusions
We have proposed a statistical approach for person identity verification using behavioral patterns observed on human body motion. In particular, we used behavioral patterns from left arm and right arm movements. By using a ToF camera, we simplified the segmentation of the human body to track specific human body parts in the 3D space. Since we extract static and dynamic features of human motion directly from identified landmark points, the effects of appearance changes were reduced. By taking a statistical approach, we effectively modeled the natural variation in features observed on behavioral patterns. To deal with the problem of data sparseness, we used the MLLR adaptation method along with a UBM to estimate parameters for person-dependent GMMs. In addition, we used GMM components and MLLR transformation parameters as features to create supervectors in the context of SVMs.
We have shown that by using a model adaptation method in the training phase, the average EER of the LLR system was reduced to 6.5%, a relative reduction of 27% compared with our SVM systems. The reason why the SVM systems did not exhibit better performance might be because the model adaptation used to derive GMM models for creating supervectors was not as effective as The number inside the parenthesis is the number of Gaussian mixtures in the GMM used for a given system configuration. http://jivp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/44
Figure 6
Detection error trade-off curves. This figure shows the detection error trade-off curves at each of the four sessions for the LLR, SVM-S, and SVM-T systems.
the LLR system. While the verification performance did not improve by using SVM classifiers, we consider that providing a comparison against the LLR system is useful for future improvement of such an approach. We found that features extracted from the left arm motion samples exhibit an overall higher degree of distinctiveness compared to those from the right arm motion samples. Furthermore, experimental results showed that our system is able to verify the identity of a person even after a period of time. Hence, our approach is promising for person verification tasks even when natural variations in behavioral patterns exist. Although we used a vertical arm motion in our experiments, the approach presented in this paper is suitable for any other upper body movements or gestures as well. For future work, we plan to increase the size of the data set, in both the number of users and sessions, to perform further analysis using a wider range of body movements. We would also like to measure the discriminative degree of different upper body movements, especially for http://jivp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/44 cases when each subject performs a personal movement. We also plan on implementing a more robust landmark point localization and tracking method in order to minimize errors introduced by ambiguities and noisy data. We are interested in implementing a HMM-based framework where more complex movements are used as a cue for identity verification, taking advantage of the temporal information of such movements. We would also like to explore the use of the Kinect image sensor since it can acquire depth images with higher resolutions.
